
Mukden, SPI 1975 
Scenario: “The Battle for Asia!”  

Replay by George Nap 

 
 

Mukden – SPI Publications 
 
“Slander cannot destroy the man … when the flood recedes, the rock is 
there.” 
—Chinese Proverb 
 
Trying this older game out from The Modern Battles Quad 
published by the late Simulations Publications Incorporated 
(SPI) in 1975. The quad consisted of four games: two historic 
from the Arab-Israeli Wars (Golan and Chinese Farm), and 
two hypothetical (Wurzburg – NATO vs Warsaw Pace, and 
Mukden – China vs USSR).  
 
Mukden rests upon the assumption of a Soviet breakthrough 
vs the PLA (People’s Liberation Army). 
 
The Chinese defenders have a gunboat, some odd chrome 
which I am not sure is worth the bother, and a breakout 
(OMG – Operational Maneuver Group – type, no doubt).  
 
The Russians have air and mobility. The Chinese have 
terrain, time, partisans and a late mobile counterattacking 
force. 
 
Standard IGO-UGO, locking ZOC’s which are not nullified, 
cannot retreat through, no logistics. Arty can fire offensively 
and defensively. 
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Zones of Control (ZOC’s) are rigid and locking.  

Arty fires barrage and FPF (final protective fire). 

13 turns.  

USSR must have units south of the rivers or exited to continue their drive. The PLA must 
avoid this.  

PLA units which are eliminated in combat when NOT surrounded by Soviet ZOC become 
partisans who exert a zone of delay which can also block supply.  

Since supply must be traced to your board edge hexes with no more than 11 non-road 
hexes included, and to count for victory purposes units must be supplied, this offers the 
possibility of really slugging up the supply lines and slowing down old Ivan).  

Guerillas do not move, have a strength of 2 and must be eliminated by on DEor EX results.  

Guerillas may also be voluntarily created by converting militia infantry or paratroop units at 
the end of the Chinese movement phase. 
 
I will not be using the nuclear weapons rules, so no nukes in this game. Both sides receive 
reinforcements, Soviets early, PLA trickle then flood. 
 
Unlike some other games in the quad, neither siDEis locked into active or mobile CRT 
(combat results tables) you can choose by combat which to use. Active is bloodier and will 
cost units, Mobile forces retreats. A good strategy is to use mobile when you can surround 
the enemy with ZOC’s, where a retreat forces an elimination with less of a loss to the 
attackers. 13 turns total, here we go. 
 
Inverted units are guerillas which exert a 'zone of delay' like a ZOC, but not locking and can 
be moved through. It can block supply lines, however. Red numeric markers are ground 
support points from air. 
 
Leg units (mp<=4) treat woods, mountain (which I will take to mean rough [Corrert.. 
Clarified in the Errata.] ) and grove as clear terrain.  

 
The gunboat moves via hexsides on rivers. There is no mention of changing rivers, so I will make up rules as I go along. Based on my very inexpert reading of a 
map I found, the three rivers do meet downstream. So I will allow the gunboat to change rivers, although it will exit the map during a movement phase and then 
can choose to reappear on one of the other rivers’ western hexsides. That will take an entire move to complete. 
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Soviet tanks hit the leg infantry in Ha Shin Ta’I, +12 with two left shift, gunboat fires FPF making differential +9, mobile CRT.  
 
NOTE: I wonder if it would have been worth it to have the defender given the option to force an active CRT if they are in city, rough, or woods hexes. It would 
have added complexity to a game designed to be simple, though. 

The +9 shifts to +4,5 D3 result. Eliminates defender, no guerillas, surrounded.  

3/57 attempts a cross river assault vs 346th regiment with massive air +6 mortars fire FPF +3, two left shift for river 0, mobile CRT. AXforces a retreat and the 
Russians are eliminated, dying in the river.  
 
On the right flank a mobile battle at -1 results in a BR– both retreat.
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PLA turn 
 
Time to retreat, will begin creating guerilla’s, the militia is rated 1-1-3, happy to trade that for guerillas which are essentially 0-2-0 (attack-defense-movement 
values), not anticipating many attacks, just localized counterstrikes until reinforcements arrive. 
 
I note here that rivers cost +3 to cross, so leg infantry cannot cross. I will allow a unit to move one hex regardless of movement costs excepting prohibited 
terrain, so that will allow crossings. 
 
Our attacks will be on the active CRT to maximize Russian casualties. One Soviet para retreats, one is eliminated with no retreat path, Two militia exchange for a 
mech infantry, converting to guerillas. 
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Turn 2 – 

 
Soviets: already feeling time pressure as the Soviets. Attacks go horribly, rolled a lot of sixes, the PLA blunts the Russian spearheads. 
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PLA: fall back. Gunboats head for the Hun-Ho River. Mortars bombard the Russian tanks next to our anti-tank unit forcing a one hex retreat. Reinforcements to 
the right flank, a thin line remains. 
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Turn 3 – 

 
Soviets: PLA line is thin, they are turns away from any appreciable reinforcements, time to fully engulf them. Not a good turn, lost a tank unit and some paras for 
their mech, a militia, and an anti tank. Our spearheads are well defined, but not progressing apace. 
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PLA: Heroic defense by the people’s army. Continuing to retreat, will turn Mukden into a Soviet charnel house. Localized counterattacks. 
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Turn 4 

 
Soviets: No more reinforcements, so we fight with what we have. Disappointed to not have reached Mukden, yet. The arty will sing this turn as we continue to 
too slowly immolate the defenders. We crumple their forward defenses, flattening them with artillery, but in the city it is house-to-house. 
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PLA: They have broken into Mukden, the people’s revolution will make them pay in blood. Local counterattacks, holding on by our fingernails. 
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Turn 5; 
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Soviet; Push, push, push. We will encircle within Mukden and eliminate them. The pocket in the northwest of the city is eliminated. The other attacks fail to 
produce decisive results. In interpreting the retreat of the gunboats I interpret retreats for them as hexsides, not hexes, as them move via hexside, there was an 
available hexside in Soviet ZOC, so the gunboats survived. 
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PLA; Covering the exit hexes with infantry. Abandoning Mukden, delaying the invaders. 
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Turn 6; 

Soviet; Mukden falls, they are on the run. We will chase and mop up the guerillas to keep our supply lines open. Our attacks are magnificent, absent some leg 
infantry far to the south and guerilla pockets, we own the map! 
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PLA: No attacks, we build a jumping off point for our coming counterattack. 
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Turn 7; 

Soviet; We continue to advance, while digging out some pesky guerilla forces. We breach the Sha-Ho river. The guerillas continue to survive. (In city hexes the 
shift makes it impossible to eliminate guerillas except on a roll of 5 or 6 exchange on the active due to the two column shift for town hexes. Brutal city fighting.) 
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PLA; No reinforcements, holding on, keeping our entry hexes open. 
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Turn 8; Since both sides get ground support, but I am playing solo, I will have the Chinese ground support cancel a like number of Soviet, leaving 2 available for 
the Soviets. 
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It feels like the intervention during the Korean War. We kick the invader back, eliminating some units, putting their left flank out of supply. 
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Turn 9 –  

Soviets get 4 ground support points, the differential with the Chinese.  

A quick review of victory conditions – which I am less interested in when playing solitaire, and truthfully playing in general. I enjoy experiencing the gaming 
systems and seeing the fidelity with which it generates reasonable alternate historic outcomes.  

Soviets must have: 

• six or more units in supply south of the Sha-Ho river,  
• or ten units in supply more than eight hexes south of the Hun-Ho river,  
• or have exited four Soviet mobile units.  

Looks like the middle result is the one to attempt. It is going to be close and bloody.  

The Chinese have to avoid this, so there is the incentive to kill off Soviet units and/or drive them back. 
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the differential between barrage and FPF factors to the side with the highest as a solitaire adaption, but I think that loses the requisite granularity necessary in 
this system. Spoiling attacks all around, and trying to extract the left flank from its precarious position. Mixed results, but enough success to give hope. 
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PLA; Here I note another rule I would like to have seen, but which would have added more complexity to what is to be a simple game: 
Artillery barrages fired not in support of ground combat are resolved by rule on the ‘mobile’ CRT which is less ‘bloody.’ Only retreat results are processed.  
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Turn 10; 

Soviet; Holding on, pushing back, mobile combat results cannot run out of units. Going to save the 7 ground support points for defense, as our FPF is severely 
outgunned by Chinese barrage factors. Rebuild the river line, extract the left, hold on. Brutal turn, and AX costs a BMP regiment, and two BR’s leave the 
crossings open. PLA FPF is much more deadly and effective than Soviet FPF, an important advantage for the PLA when defending. 
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PLA; Surging forward. The Soviet left is shattered with elements left out of supply and isolated. (half movement, half attack). I shifted to mobile CRT to breach 
the river line. I followed as the Soviets retreated and got into their arty basically pinning them. My spearheads are isolated and I may pay for that… 
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Turn 11; 

 
Soviet; 
Will counterattack the exposed units, using air to counter PLA FPF. Here goes. We blunt the PLA on the right, but our left is shattered and hanging. The PLA is 
running out of ground units, but so are we… all ground support expended in offense. 
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PLA; A weak general would hesitate, but we will push on. We eliminate several Soviet units, losing one of our own on our right to an Ax, just missed pocketing 
their artillery. Soviets have 15 units left, and they are being pushed back towards the Hun-Ho. We may pull this one out and we certainly have wrecked their 
OMG. 
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Turn 12; 

 
Soviet; Nothing good, but we can extract most of our forces, although their 14th regiment has three of our units pinned forward. We knock out a PLA mech 
infantry, stabilize the line, but their FPF brutalized us again. 
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PLA; Need some blood. Brutal battles, active CRT used, many exchanges. The Soviets are down to 12 units, we have pushed them to within 8 hexes of the Hun-
Ho, so now they must come at us. 
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Turn 13; 

Soviet; Can only lose two units per the victory conditions. We also must push the front line trace at least two hexes forward, just 12km. By such margins are 
battles won. We attack. We manage to not lose a unit and push back the front. We now have We have ten units in supply 8 or more hexes south of the Hun-Ho, 
but here comes the PLA. (actually the rules say MORE THAN 8 hexes, but this game is exciting enough that I will go with 8 hexes and see if the PLA can undo 
that…) 
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PLA; Forward! Counterattacks shatter the OMG. The Soviets are blunted and we will retake Mukden. We push the Soviets back past their objective line, and 
eliminate more units than they can afford to lose.. 
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Chinese victory, the plain south of Mukden and reeking, burning charnel house of men and machinery. 
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The dead.  

”Let him who does not know what war is go to 
war.” 
Chinese Proverb 
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